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ABSTRACT
Rupture disc assemblies are used in piping network systems as a pressurerelief device. The reverse-buckling type is chosen for application in a liquid
metal fast breeder reactor.
When the pressure on the disc is of certain
magnitude and history, the disc develops large displacement, is consequently
torn open by a cutting-knife setup and thus relieves the excess pressure.
This assembly is used successfully in systems in which the fluid is highly
compressible, such as air; the opening up of the disc by the knife setup is
complete. However, this is not true for a liquid system; it had been observed
experimentally that the disc may open up only partially or not at all*
Therefore, to realistically understand and represent a rupture disc assembly in
a liquid environment, the fluid-structure interactions between the liquid
medium and the disc assembly must be considered.
In this paper, the methods for analyzing the fluid and the disc and the
mechanism interconnecting them are presented. The fluid is allowed to cavitate
through a column-cavitation model and the disc is allowed to become plastically
deformed through the classic Von Mises* yield criteria, when necessary.
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[M]
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Characteristic wave speed in a fluid
Nodal displacement vector of a rupture disc
Nodal velocity vector of a rupture disc
Nodal acceleration vector of a rupture disc
Velocity-dependent pipe friction effect
Nodal force vector of a rupture disc due to externally applied force
Nodal force vector of a rupture disc due to induced restoring force
Pipe-angle-of-inclination-dependent gravity effect
Time step of the numerical integration of the equation of motion of a
rupture disc
Mass matrix of a rupture disc
Pressure at a fluid position; or on a rupture disc
Symbolic representation of the equation of motion of a rupture disc

t
u
v
x
p

Time, temporal independent variable
Velocity at a fluid position
Average velocity of a rupture disc
Position, spatial independent variable
Mass density of a fluid

INTRODUCTION
Liquid sodium is used in an M F B R primary cooling loop or piping network
system to transfer the heat generated by the reactor core to the working fluid
of the secondary or another loop. To correctly design these loops or piping
networks against any possible damage that may be caused by the sudden surge of
pressure in the system, an analytical capability to study the transient of
pressure waves in piping networks is needed. Through analysis the network's
integrity can generally be met by designing the wall of the pipes to be strong
enough or thick enough so that under normal and reasonably high pressure
situations the pipes will not be stretched to beyond their elastic limit.
However, this practice may result in the need to design the pipes to such
thickness that they are practically useless either for economic reason or for
technical problems such as insufficient space to accommodate these pipes in the
plant or from failure due to thermal gradient across the thickness.
Two
approaches can be used to circumvent these "thick wall" pipe problem: one is
to allow the pipe to deform plastically when the pressure is of high but
infrequent magnitude such as occurs In an assumed accident, and the other one
is to prevent high pressure in the system by dumping the fluid in a tank when
some severe situations are detected. An example of the latter is the use of
pressure-relief devices.
A pressure relief device is one artificially weakened spot or section of a
piping network. At this section or spot, the pipe is weakened by adding to it
a device which has a weaker structural strength than the regular pipe. This
device is designed to fail or open at a pressure level or pressure history
which does not cause any damage to the rest of the piping system. Once this
device breaks or opens, it may activate other mechanisms (such as sounding off
an alarm and automatic dumping of the fluid in the system) thus protecting the
Integrity of the rest of the piping system.
The reverse-buckling rupture-disc pressure-relief device is composed of a
spherical shell with edge claaped and a cutting knife assembly. The concave
side of the disc is always facing the working fluid of the system, and the
knife assembly is pl?xed immediately near the shell on the convex side of it
[Fig. lj. Due to the geometry of the disc and the direction of the pressure
loading, the disc may become unstable when the pressvce loading is above
certain magnitude and of certain "frequency content." When this happens, the
disc starts large-displacement motion and may be cut open by the knife and
effectively reduce the rupture disc to an "open end."
In other words, the
rupture disc assembly is a time-dependent boundary condition to a pipingnetwork transient analysis.
Thus the response of the structure of the piping network influences the
pressure transient in two ways: one through the pipe deformation and the other
through special structural type boundary, such as a rupture disc. Since the
pressures are high in certain transient accidents, the plastic deformations in
the pipes and in the rupture discs must be included when necessary. Therefore
a valid and effective pressure transient analysis method must be capable of
treating the phenomenon of the interactions between the working fluid and the
pipe structures.
In other words, this requires a coupled analysis, and the
response of the working fluid and the structure must be calculated
simultaneously.
And to realistically analyze the pressure transient, it is
also necessary to include the effect of cavitation of the fluid.
The fluid-structure Interaction including the effect of fluid cavitation
was reported in [1,2,3,4]. However, in these the rupture disc was treated as a
special point boundary without reference in detail as to how the structural
response of the disc Is obtained. Thus, in this paper using the same fluidjmaAssis _and^..colunn._sep.aratlQn method, we study the effect of the

interaction between the disc and the fluid
method of structural analysis for the disc.

with

particular

emphasis on the

FLUID-HAMMER MODEL

The hydraulic transients in the piping system are treated in a standard
raanner [2,5] by using a one-dimensional fluid-hammer analysis.
It is assumed
that the axial velocity is the only nonzero velocity component and that the
motion in the radial direction is accounted for by the effect of the wall
deformation on the wave speed.
In general the pipe wall deformation may have
both an elastic and a plastic component [3,6,7] resulting in a variable wave
speed in the pipe.
When expressed In terms of dependent variables p (pressure) and u
(velocity)
the equations governing fluid transients can be written i n
characteristic form as follows [2,4]:
Along positive characteristic
dx
,
-r- « U + C

(1)
0

(2)

Along negative characteristic

Here x and t are the space and time coordinate, respective, p is the density, c
is the wave speed, F(u) is the velocity dependent pipe friction effect, and
G( a) represents the effect of gravity when a is the angle of pipe with the
horizon.
The wave speed c for the pipes that are deformed elastically or
elastoplastically are explicitly given in [1,3,6,7].
COLUMN-SEPARATION MODEL
The treatment of transient cavitation is based on a generalization of the
basic column-separation technique.
In this approach, cavitation is a local
phenomenon which occurs wherever the pressure drops below the vapor pressure.
The cavity is assumed to remain at the constant vapor pressure and forms a free *
boundary for the separated fluid columns. Cavitition is assumed to cease when j
the cavity vanishes by reimpact of adjacent fluid columns or of a fluid column I
and a structural boundary.
j
To accommodate the phenomenon of column separation, two values of velocity j
are introduced at each point. If no cavitation exists, the two velocities at i
the point are equal, and one obtains the solution
by solving the
characteristics relationships (2) and (4) for the pressure and velocity.
;
Cavitation is assumed to occur when the pressure predicted by eqs. (2)-(4)
falls below the vapor pressure, P vaD » corresponding to the prevailing fluid j
temperature.
When this occurs, the pressure at the point is set to p v a p and ;'
the two velocities are, respectively, obtained by substituting this pressure
into the appropriate characteristic equations, eqs. (2) and (4). The size of
the cavity at this point is computed by integrating the difference of
velocities at this point with respective to time.
The cavity at a point is
assumed to have collapsed when the size of cavitation thus computed is
nonpositive. Note that during sudden expansion of a fluid, the fluid pressure;
may significantly undershoot the vapor pressure corresponding to the fluidj
temperature.
Such phenomena have been observed to occur during rapid!
depressurization of water; however, they are not expected in the liquid sodiumj
environment. Therefore, the column-separation model is expected and works well|
in a sodium environment.
The undershooting in the water environment can be3
incorporated into the column-separation model if the characteristics of the!

undershooting of pressure as a function of the speed ot cavitation is Known.
The details of the procedures for treating the cavitation of the fluid are
available in [I).
KUPT'JRE-DISC/FLUTD MODEL
Any interior point of a pipe has two characteristics equations to be
satisfied, given by eqs. (l)-(4), when there is no cavitation at the point. If
cavitation has been noted to occur, then the solution is obtained by setting
the pressure to the vapor pressure in the characteristics equations. That is,
for an interior point, the solution, i.e., pressure and velocity, can be
obtained by solving the two characteristics equation for the two unknowns or by
solving the two equations with an imposed condition that the pressure is p v a p
and resulting in two velocities at a cavitated point. At any end point of a
pipe, however, the situation is different, because of the nonexistence of a
characteristics equation representing the propagation of the disturbance into
the nonexistent fluid.
Thus, there is only one characteristics equation
available at an end point to provide a solution for the pressure and velocity;
the other condition for a unique deterniir.ation of the solution is given by the
specific boundary condition on either the pressure or the velocity.
Many
different and useful boundary conditions, such as surge tank, open end, or
closed end, were defined in this manner [7].
The rupture-disc boundary condition is a natural extension of the aboveexplained boundary condition, i.e. the pressure and the velocity are to be
determined by a characteristics equation and art additionally
specified
condition. The difference between this and the other boundaries is that the
condition is given through a highly nonlinear relationship between the pressure
and the velocity. That is, t.he pressure and velocity at a rupture disc must
also satisfy
v = R(p)

(5)

in addition to the equation associated with the fluid or cavitation
characteristics equation. Here v is the velocity and p is the pressure of the
disc. The velocity and pressure at the disc may or may not be the sane as that
of the fluid, depending on whether cavitation has occurred. The relationship R
usually is not known explicitly, but its effect can be modeled through the
numerical integration of a discrete finite-element model of the disc.
The
approach to model R is the topic to be described below.
FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL OF A RUPTURE DISC
A rupture disc subjected to a pressure applied over its concave side has
the potential of becoming unstable when the pressure is of a certain shape and
magnitude. Without resorting to numerical techniques, there appears to be no
analytical method which can treat this phenomenon and provide a useful
quantitative solution.
Hence, numerical methods seem highly attractive,
particularly when the nonlinearity due to material properties is also of
potential importance, in addition to that caused by the geometry of the disc.
The finite-element method is used In this analysis to generate a
mathematical model providing the necessary relationship R.
This is a model
which produces the required velocity v from a given time history of pressure
p.
The details for this finite-element formulation are available in [8,9];
therefore only the essence of this method is briefed here.
Though the process may be lengthy the conventional formulation of the
finite-element method can be applied In a straight-forward manner to represent
a rupture disc, by breaking up the disc into a finite number of subregions or
elements and utilizing the principle of virtual work over the assembly of the
elements. Because the distribution of the displacement within each element is
assumed to be a known function of the displacements at the nodes of the elraent,
called nodal displacements, the approach results in differential equations In
terms of the nodal displacements. These equations can then be integrated In
time in a step-by-step manner.

Unfortunately, for rupture disc applications where the displacement may
not be small, the use of the conventional approach requires a high-order shape
function for the displacement distribution in an element and complicated
constitutive relations. However, accuracy is improved and computational cost
is reduced when a particular coordinate system, convective or corotational
system, is used without using high-order elements, etc. This is a method' in
which the shape functions are assumed in terras of a coordinate system that
rotates and translates but does not deform with an element.
Thus, a
displacement that cannot be separated into additive rigid-body-motion and
deformation components in terms of the global coordinates system can be so
separated in the corotational coordinates. This makes the corotational finiteelement method very attractive for problems where displacements are large but
the strains may be small [10]. The behavior of a rupture disc belongs to this
type of behavior.
The equation of motion for a rupture disc can be written as

{f}

(6)

where [M] is the mass matrix, {D} the nodal displacement vector (a superscript
dot means time derivative), {Fe} the externally applied nodal force vector
which depends on the pressure distribution p on the disc and {Fr} the induced
' .internal restoring force vector. The dimension of these matrix and vectors is
a function of the number of elements of the model, and [M], {F e }, and {Fr} can
be computed from the formulas derived in [8,10]. Numerical parameter study may
and should be performed to determine an optimum number of elements for each
specific rupture disc.
Since the number of elements usually is much greater than one, the finite
element modeling for the rupture disc is truly two-dimensional. In other words
the pressure and velocity distributions of the disc are not uniform in terms of
the space variable. To interact the disc model and the one-dimensional fluidhammer model, one must, therefore, artificially define a pressure distribution
of the disc for input to the finite-element model and an average velocity of
the disc to return to the fluid-hammer model as an output.
The pressure
distribution assumed is a uniform one and the average velocity defined is the
change of volume swept by the disc in unit time divided by its base area. Thus
the disc model, eq. (6), provides an iraplicit relationship for R of eq. (5).
The validity of this finite-element rcodel was shown in [8,9],
Equation (6) is integrated in time by the explicit central-difference
technique

{D(t + h)} = {D(t)} + ^ ({D(O} + {D(t + h)})
..

{D(t + h ) } = ( D ( £ ) } + h (

}

^

2

(7)

(i"}

where h is the t\me step of the numerical integration. The magnitude of h nust
be small so that numerical stability is conserved.
This is not a problem,
since h must be small for accuracy in certain "path-dependent" constitutive
laws, such as ir. a plasticity law. Because of the smallness of h for a disc
compared to the time step needed to integrate eqs. (2) and (4), tens or
hundreds of h's are needed for each fluid step. The pressure p on the disc
must be appropriately interpolated in time from the fluid-hammer equation to
warrant the cobvergency of solution of the interaction between the disc and the
fluid. The details of this are available in [1].
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN A FLUID AND A RUPTURE DirfC
The rupture disc of reverse buckling type [see Fig. 1] is used in certain
designs of piping networks to provide pressure relief when accidents occur.
The disc is designed to have only nominal motion when the pressure it receives
is "subbuckling" and to buckle quickly or snap through when the pressure is
significant. The snap through of a rupture disc is a dynamic process, and it
is hoped that the disc will be completely torn open by the cutting knife setup
placed immediately behind it, thus dutiping the fluid in the pipe. Indeed, this

Is the case when the working fluid is a gas; this is supported by the
successful use of reverse buckling rupture discs in gas environments in the
chemical industry. However, this may not be the case when the working fluid is
liquid. For exacple, it had been experimentally observed that a disc may just
rest on the cutting knife without being torn open for certain loading
conditions in a water filled pipe [11]. This phenomenon is attributed to the
near incompressibility of a liquid compared to that of a gas. To visualize
this, consider a fluid-filled pipe with one end of the pipe being a rupture
disc and the other being a closed end. Suppose the fluid is being pressurized
to certain levels while the potential notion of the disc is suppressed by some
means.
If one now removes the constraint on the disc, the disc will start to
move away from the fluid at least for the early stage, independent of the
nature of the fluid; however, the pressure history or the loading on the disc
is quite different for later tima for different fluids. For example, if the
fluid is gas, which is highly compressible (i.e., large volume change of the
gas corresponds to small change of the pressure and vice versa), then the
pressure on the disc is effectively constant in time. On the other hand, If
the fluid is a highly ineonpressible liquid, such as water or sodium, a small
movement of the disc reduces drastically the pressure on the disc; hence the
pressure on the disc is not constant but decaying in time. Consequently, had
the pressure of the fluid been greater than the static snap-through or buckling
pressure of the disc, the disc would have buckled in the case of gaseous fluid,
but might nor. have in the liquid case.
Note that a pressure reduction is expected once the disc starts moving
away from the liquid.
This reduction of pressure is a function of the
properties of the disc, the fluid and also of the pressure and velocity of the
liquid, i.e., the transient in the liquid.
The reduction of pressure Is
important because It provides the physics as to why the disc may just rest on
the knife without being open in a liquid system, since a reduction of pressure
effectively reduce the momentum carried by the disc. Therefore, any valid and
effective fluid-structure interaction analysis must be able to predict such
reduction of pressure.
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Reverse Buckling Rupture
Disc Design
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Typical P r e s s u r e H i s t o r y
on a Disc

Through the use of a nodel of a liquid-filled pipe with one end treated as
a rupture disc and the other a pressure source with linearly increasing
pressure h l s t o r ' e s , many nuraerical results vsre obtained and examined.
To
concentrate on the interaction phenomena, only responses of the disc are
presented.
A typical pressure history on a disc is given in Fig. 2, where P
i s the i n i t i a l system pressure of the pipe, ^Taax i s the maximum pressure
experienced by the disc, and t is the time the source pressure f i r s t a r r i v e s
at the disc.
Due to the huge demand on computer resource and due to the lack
JOJE dfttaiJLs__to_tre.at_ the.tearing jjrocess in a quantitative way, the computation

for the disc response is terminated when the disc reaches^ the knife.
Afterwards, the disc is considered as an open end, i.e., for t > c rU pture*
It should be noted that since the pressure is monotonically increasing
until P a x is reached, a loading rate on the disc can be computed by using
(p
_ p )/t .
A summary of the pressure on a disc for various source
loading rates "is* shown in Table 1. The entries for the columns are explained
in Fig. 2. Note that the length of pipe for the first two runs is different
than that of the other runs, as indicated by the values for t a in the fifth
column.
From Fig. 2, one sees that the maximum pressure of the disc is by
definition occurring right before the occurrence of the reduction of pressure
due to disc movement. In other words, one can say that the maximum pressure is
the pressure at which significantly large motion of the disc starts to occur.
This leads to the observation that V
can be considered as the "dynamic
buckling pressure" of the disc subjected to linearly increasing loadings and
that the static buckling loading may be obtained by back extrapolating the
results to zero loading rate.
Table 1. Effect of Loading Rate
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From column two of Table 1, it is clear that the dynamic buckling loading
for the disc increases as the source or disc loading rate is increased. Also
noted from column six is that it takes a longer time for the pressure^ to build
up for the lower loading rate cases and from column. 9 that the ratio of the
disc loading rate to source loading rate decreases from a value of two as the
loading rate increases.
It is not difficult to understand that the ratio
should reduce to zero if a step loading is applied as a source pressure. This
means that it is not possible to effectively apply a step loading on the disc,
due to the interactions between the liquid and the disc. This also means that
before the disc buckles it can be treated more like a closed end at low loading
rate than at higher ones. This is because tVie loading rate ratio is two at a
closed end according to the acoustic theory, and the deviation from this value
indicates the movement of the disc away or toward the fluid. The reduction of
the value from two at higher loading rate thus indicate that the disc moves
away from the fluid. The last column shows the time lapse between the instant
the disc starts to move to the instant it reaches some specified value, i.e.,
it reaches the knife. In other words, it is the time the disc needs to travel
across a known distance; therefore the values in the last column reflect the
momenta carried by the disc when buckling occurred. It thus can be concluded
that the disc is more likely to be torn open when subjected to higher loading
rates.
Various plots for the entries of the column were plotted to show the
effect of loading rate; however, to save space only the maximum pressure entry
is shown in Fig. 3. As mentioned earlier, the static buckling pressure can be
extrapolated from this figure and was found to be about 3.32 MPa (482 psi).
Compared to the buckling pressure of 3.34 MPa (485 psi) for the loading rate of
34.47 MPa/s (5 ksi/s), it is concluded that this loading rate is slow enough to
represent a static loading condition for the disc/fluid system.
The static buckling pressure of the discs used in this example has a
nominal buckling pressure of 2.24 MPa (325 psi) with an error not to exceed
52 of the nominal value. Nnntheless the comouted value for an elastic disc is
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3.34 HPa (485 psi) or a discrepancy of 50%. To understand this discrepancy, an
elastoplastic constitutive model with von Mlses' yield c r i t e r i a and associated
flow rules that has a tri-linear stress-strain relation i s used to examine the
effect of plastic deformation of the disc [10]. The " s t a t i c loading rate" of
34.47 MPa/s (5 ksi/:,) just established was used for the source loading.
Parameter studies were performed for the plastic model.
For example, the
effect of the yield stress on the pressure of the disc i s summarized in Table
2.
Mote that, though the maximum pressure and i t s occurrence time are
monotonically increasing functions of the yield s t r e s s , the momentum carried by
the disc (reflected by At in the last column) i s mot.
There appears to be a
drastic change in momentum when the yield stress reaches 275.79 MPa (40 k s i ) .
One possible explanation of this phenomenon is that for low yield s t r e s s , the
disc may develop more plastic strains or hinges, thus forming a mechanism;
while the high yield stress one may s t i l l be almost e l a s t i c .
Because of the
mechanism of the "plastic hinges," the "plastic" one is expected to move faster
than the elastic one when both are subjected to the same pressure; however, i t
should be noted that the faster a disc moves, the. faster i t relieves the
pressure exerted on i t .
Consequently,
the exact reason can not be
quantitatively identified for this sudden change of disc momentum at a
particular yield stress.
Figure 4 shows the static Praax obtained for various yield stress when the
disc is subjected to a "static" source loading. The top dashed line stands for
the buckling pressure for the elastic disc and the three dashed-dotted lines
stand for the nominal value and i t s raanufactoring tolerance of the disc. It i s
thus clear that the static buckling pressure i s within the tolerance if the
yield stress for the disc is chosen to lie between 310 to 380 MP$, (45 to 55
ksi).
CONCLUSION

The fluid-structure
interaction
analysis
including
the effect
of
cavitation was successfully performed for the case of a rupture disc subjected
to a linear source loading. The qualitative behavior of the pressure reduction
for a liquid system due to disc motion is demonstrated in every numerical
example. This provides the explanation for the lack of momentum of the disc to
be torn open by the knife under certain loading conditions in a liquid
system.
It was also demonstrated that, by appropriately choosing the yield
stress and source loading rate, the static buckling pressure of the disc can be
computed to within the manufacturer's specified tolerance.
However, the rupture disc assembly is transformed Into an open end once
the disc reaches the knife. To follow the motion of the disc after i t s contact

However, the rupture disc assembly is transformed into an open end once
the disc reaches the knife. To follow the motion of the disc after its contact
with the knife requires more computational resources and mechanical knowledge
of the tearing process, particularly when asymmetric deformation is of
importance. More research is needed in this area.
Table 2.

Effect of Yield Stress for a Loading Rate of 5 ksi/s
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